New Mexico FFA
Work Experience Abroad Participants

1958    George Dixon from Great Britain
1958    Perry Zumwalt, Artesia to Great Britain
1970    Jim Purcell, San Jon - Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Holland
1971    John Riveria, Belen to Columbia
1977    Nancy Saiz, Santa Fe to Germany
1977    Diane Roybal, Santa Fe to Germany
1978    Cindy Velasquez, Santa Fe to Finland
1978    Bernice Herrera, Santa Fe
1979    DeAnn Deberry, Hot Springs to Australia
1979    Yolando Romero, Santa Fe to Germany
1980    Pam Roy, Santa Fe to the Netherlands
1983    Rod McSherry, Deming to Greece
1984    Kendra Zachek, Deming to Switzerland
1986    Gale Russell, Goddard to Wales & Scotland
1987    Sandra Ware, Las Cruces to Japan
1988    Michael Bennett, Artesia to Belgium
1992    Wayne Jesko, Clovis to Austraila
1992    Christine Maestas, Santa Fe to Hungary
1992    Tara Sather, Santa Fe to the Netherlands and Japan
1993    Tara Sather, Santa Fe to Russia
1995    Marleah Brooks, Hobbs to Russia
1995    Tarisha Lester, Hobbs to Russia
1995    Kristie Madron, Hobbs to Russia
1995    Natalie Morris, Hobbs to Russia
1995    Brent Reagan, Hobbs to Russia
1995    Kari Reagan, Hobbs to Russia
1995    (Advisor) Brent Van Dyke, Hobbs to Russia
1996    Camille Graham, Cloudcroft to Austraila
1996    Joni Pate, Cloudcroft to Austraila
1997    Joli Randle, Goddard to Austraila.